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Seegers Lecture: Five Steps to It snowed ...
we closed
a New World Order
BY MATT WARNER
Copy Editor
his year's Seegers Lecture brought to earth some
of the loftier goals
of lawyers, society and individuals in this country
and around the globe. The
2007 Seegers Lecture was
presented by Philip Allott,
Professor Emeritus of International Public Law at
Cambridge University, just
one of his many accomplishments.
Speaking to a diverse
crowd of students, professors and community members, all with obviously varying
opinions, Professor Allott gave
this year's Lecture in Tabor Au-
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ditorium on Thursday, February
8, 2007.
The Seegers Lecture is in recognition of Edward A. Seegers,
an honorary Valparaiso University School of Law alumnus, whose

dedication and contributions to
VU Law School have been both
generous and positive. The goal

of the Seegers Lecture is to bring
to the forefront of the Valparaiso
community issues in the law that
"intersect with philosophy, ethics
and theology." This year, Professor ABott truly defined the goal of
the Lecture.
With the title of the
Lecture, "Five Steps to a
New World Order," Professor Allott saved the method
for this achievement for
the end. He began with the
problem. He started with
the generic view of the law
of individual lawyers in individual countries. Professor All ott spoke of the great
importance lawyers put on
the law, how it is seen as necessary and integral, and the fact that

see LECTURE page 2

Court .of Appeals to hold oral
iJ.rgument at Valparaiso Law School
BY MADRA PIERCE
Indiana Court of Appeals

T

he Indiana Court of .Appeals will hold oral argument in the case Barber v.
State on Friday, March 23, at 11
a.m. central time at Valparaiso
University Law School. A threemember panel of Judge Nancy H.
Vaidik, Judge Michael P. Barnes
and Judge Terry A. Crone will
hear the case on appeal from
Marion Superior Court.
The Court is asked to decide whether there was sufficient
evidence to convict the defendant
for reckless homicide and failure

to stop after an accident resulting
in death, and whether the defendant's sentence was proper.
Foil owing oral argument,
the Court will answer questions
about the judicial process in Indiana from the public and from
Valparaiso Law School students.
This is the Court of Appeals'
fifth visit to Valparaiso University
Law School, and the 179th oral argument heard "on the road," since
the Court began regularly hearing
oral arguments at venues across
the state at its centennial in 200 1.
The Court travels to hear cases
to better enable Hoosiers to learn
about the judicial branch. Sites

for "traveling oral arguments"
typically include law schools,
colleges, high schools and county
courthouses.
The Indiana Court of Appeals is the state's second-highest court. It reviews appeals from
trial court decisions; a decision of
the Indiana Court of Appeals is final unless granted further review
by the Indiana Supreme Court.
The majority of appeals filed in
Indiana are decided by the Court
of Appeals.
The 15-member Court of
Appeals issues some 2,500 written opinions each year, sitting in
three-judge panels.

BY HEATHER MONTEI
Executive Editor

T

he following is an actual
text message conversation
between two VU law students on February 14th, at 7:25 in
the morning:
Student One: It's a snow day!?
We get those?!?
Student Two: What? Snow day?
Student One: Check your e-mail!
Student Two: Sweet!
And with those words, we
were off... for what was Valpo
Law's first full snow day of this
century.
Northwest Indiana was blanketed with at least ten inches of
blowing snow. Students had already received an unexpected
break Tuesday afternoon, when
the University made the decision
to cancel classes as of2:50 pm.
The last time Valpo Law was
cancelled for a full day was back
in 1994, when Northwest Indiana
was freezing in minus 20 degree
weather. In 2000, evening classes
were called off when two feet of
snow fell; however, classes were
back on the next day.
Faculty, students and staff
were informed of the closing
Wednesday morning, by an e-mail
from Dean Conison. "Consistent
with the University's recent announcement, the law school will
be closed on Wednesday, February 14, because of weather conditions and concern for safety of
travelers. There will be no classes, and library and law school
offices will be closed." The decisi_on was made by the Provost and

see SNOW page 2
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continued from page 1
the law is seen as good because, logically,
without the law society would be bad.
Moving on, Professor Allott touched
on ideas oflaw as perpetuating inequalities
of wealth and as the creator of criminals,
for without law there would be no criminals. The problems law creates may be just
as voluminous, if not more so, than the solutions it offers. However, these problems,
coupled with the law's influence in politics,
and all aspects of life, are only amplified
on the global scale.
Professor Allott continued by questioning values in a society and government
and how each country and system has both
individual legal values as well as social
values. The interrelation of international
law needs to be something bigger than one
country. It cannot be a system where there
is no recognition of the need for unity or an
awareness of diversity.
Next, Professor Allott challenged the

very idea of the whole notion of the human
society, borrowing from Francis Bacon
and his idea of great systems as being great
plays. Is society what we make it, or does
society make us? With that question hanging overhead, Professor Allot perplexed
the situation even more by bringing in the
goals of not only separate countries, but of
separate political/social systems. He focused on the often-controversial Democracy/Capitalism system in the U.S. The U.S.
system can be illustrative of a system that
is capable of amazing accomplishments,
but can also very easily classify individuals as just spare parts of a mechanism striving for goals that have no recognizable or
desirous ends.
The problem, in sum, is the existence
of billions of individuals, in hundreds of
countries, with infinitely different social,
political, philosophical, ethical, theological and especially legal goals with even
more systems, ideas and of course laws as
means.
All is not lost however; Professor Allott offered "Five Steps to a New World

Order:"
1. Re-imagine humans as autonomous
beings, not just as spare parts, but as thinking, loving, enthusiastic beings filled with
hope and joy.
2. Re-imagine human society as a
good life for all, with a rebirth of politics
and government.
3. Re-imagine the human mind as
healing past corruptions.
4. Re-imagine humanity as a new society with an international law as a true law.
5. Imagine a human future, which
must be taken control of and not allowed
to just happen.
The 2007 Seegers Lecture was justly
presented this year. None in attendance
could complain that their thoughts of themselves, the legal profession or the world as
a whole were not in some way challenged.
Regardless of personal views, all are a part
of the international future, and all are responsible for that future.

Matt is a 1L and can be reached at
matthew. warner@valpo. edu.

Tom Pappas
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continued from page 1
Academic President Roy Austensen around
4:30 that morning.
University officials say several things
came into play when making the decision,
however student and staff safety was the
number one priority. "My understanding
is that the call was made after a conversation with the State Police," said Dean Curtis Cichowski. "The primary consideration
for closing was the conditions of the roads
and the extra snow we were forecasted to
receive. Simply said, it didn't make sense
to put staff and commuting students on the
road. The State Police preferred we didn't
put them on the road," Cichowski added.
Valpo Law students took advantage of
the extra time off to get caught up on their
studying, and pretend they were kids again.
"It was awesome, we spent the whole day
playing in the snow, we even made a snowman," exclaimed 3L Sarah Newcomb.

Heather is a 3L and can be reached at
heather. montei@valpo. edu.

Montei/The Forum

Snow continued to pile up outside the Law School on Feb. 14.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Children to benefit from Law
School charity drive

in the musical are Bruce Berner~ Seegers
professor of law; Edward Gaffney, profesBor of law; and Ann Weitg~an~ assistan.t
director of student financial , planning.
JoBeth Cruz, an adjun(.)t instructor in com- ,
murtications and a law student, will direct
the musical for the.-f ifth Col1Secutive year. ~
Last y~af, the .benefit featured <Sole
Porter's ~'Kiss Me" Kate." Previous benefits . hav~ inpluded,.. '.JV:lythipg Goes~"
"By,e Bye Birdie," "Su~~ B~bfes'~ and
"Trial by Jury." ·
· ,
~,

Photos ot: Dunes shown at
Ghtistophen Center
Photographs of the Indiana Dunes'
" Natiomil ~.Lakeshore atea · are l:(dng
feattir~ · at\ W:alparaiso University's
Christ~pher Center ,, for Library ·J,arid
Information Resources , in an exhihi' tif)n wliic~ opened Briday, ,Feb. 23;'The
eXhi})it, fe,atures ~or~ than 30 frarnoo
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All well drinks $1.00
All domestic cans & bottles $2.00

$1LtB!CO Day~
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$1 per game of bowling
$1 shoe rental

Clinic to
hold open
house and
registration
BY SANDY TENGBLAD
Executive Administrator, Clinic

,_ ~ (219~. ~6z-13Qe
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BY MICHELLE MASON CUP
Guest Writer

n Saturday, March 24th a protest
he Clinic is hosting an open house
rally against the Iraq war will
for students interested in enrolling
take place on Monument Circle (1
next year. The open house is an op- Monument Circle) in Indianapolis, Indiana.
portunity for students to talk with current The Valparaiso University undergraduate
clinic students, supervisors and staff, tour student group, Partners for Peace, is leadthe clinic and complete a pre-registration ing the effort. As the United States is planapplication. If you are interested in join- ning to deploy more American troops to
ing the clinic, the Open House will be on Iraq, they are preparing to demonstrate for
Thursday, March 22, 2007, from 10 am to another kind of change in Iraq. The North3 pm in Heritage Hall.
west Indiana Coalition Against the Iraq
To become a legal Intern certified to War, Veterans for Peace, student groups
practice in Indiana, a student must have from other Indiana universities and colcompleted Yz of the credits required for . leges, several VU law students, and other
graduation and have taken, or be taking, groups that share the message will be in atLegal Profession. Applications will be tendance. These groups wish to elevate the
available beginning March 19,2007, at the dialogue and discussions of foreign policy
Clinic office. Students interested in Crimi- regarding the war effort in Iraq within the
nal, Juvenile, Tax, Juvenile/Adult Justice, state of Indiana.
Mediation, or Sports Law Clinic must also
The mission statement for the protest
sign up to interview with the supervis- is the following: "We, the students ofindiing attorney before the application period ana colleges and universities, believe that
is closed. Students interested in the Civil the current situation in Iraq is unacceptClinic do not need to interview with the able. U.S. foreign policy since the invasion
supervising attorney. Descriptions of each began four years ago has done much more
clinic are available at the Clinic office or in harm than good to the region. While the
the course catalogue. Students wishing to goals of promoting democracy and national
enroll in any section of Clinic must com- · security are admirable, the means that the
plete a pre-registration application and U.S. have used to do so are ineffective and
have interviewed with the instructor, if contrary to our goals. As the next generarequired, before noon on March 30.
tion of leaders and current taxpayers of the
Please stop by at the open .house to U.S., it is our civic duty to insist that a new
get your questions answered, fill out a course be taken in Iraq."
Clinic Application, schedule an interview
The protest will take place from 11 :00
and sample the refreshments.
am to 4:00pm. and will include speakers,
music and a vigil of silence.

T

la2ot Evans Avetiae

V~Jparaiso-J; IN 4~383

StudentS
to rally in
Indy

0

For comments on this article, please
contact Michelle at michelle. masoncup@
valpo.edu. For more information on the
protest, please contact Libby A 'Hern at
(VU Senior) at libbyaa@gmail.com.
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MELISSA DuRHAM, Editor in Chief
KRisTEN THoMPSON, Managing Editor
HEATHER MaNTEI, Executive Editor

EDITO.R IAL
We hate to admit this ... but the reality
is, as much as we try to do everything,
as hard as we work at being the jack-ofall-trades, the one everyone can tum to ...
this is our self-admission. WE SIMPLY
CANNOT DO IT ALL!! There is a limit
to what we are humanly capable of doing.
Simply put, too many days of too much
activity, too little sleep, and too much
diversity will cause us, and every other
human, to break down.
As law students we are famous for
having Type A personalities. We try to do
it all. We are perfectionists, well-rounded,
great students, and still, try to have a little
fun.
But sometimes, you have to stop and
think. There comes a moment in every law
student's life when they realize the reality
is that sometimes things are going to get
done, and sometimes they aren't. Sometimes that Trust and Estates or Business
Associations reading, it doesn't get read ...
and sometimes, that .movie we are sup- .
posed to rent and watch for Legal Profession, well ... there's a cliff notes version
on the internet. That doesn't make us bad
students ... it makes us human.
So, with that in mind, and our own
understanding that sometimes we do
not like in others what we do not like in
ourselves, we present this, the list of rules
every law student should follow.
Rule Number 1: You are not now,
nor have you ever been, a superhero.
Spiderman can climb anflhing, Superman
can fly and Wonder Woman can lasso.
Law students have limits. There will be
a day when 11 hours of reading, for four
days in a row, with nothing else, .will
simply be too much. There comes a point
when you don't even comprehend what
you're reading anymore.lfyou reach that
point .., STOP! It won't do you any good

to continue.
Rule Number 2: Don't be afraid to
ask for help. We admit it, Property, not our
best subject. Taxes, we weren't business
majors. Trial Practice, it always goes better if there is an objective voice listening
to what you're saying; just to see if you're
making any sense.
That leads us to ...
Rule Number 3: Don't kill yourself
trying to figure out somethjng that someone else may have done already or knows
the answer to. Outlines are in/famous for a
reason ... we've all used them. Using them
won't kill you: .. in fact, doing so may
save you. And, remember, if you don't
know the answer, the professors have
been in your shoes. They do know the
answers ... SO ASK!
Rule Number 4: We are a community; we are here to help each other. Reach
out if you need it. You know the song,
"sometimes you need a little help from
your friends." Don't be afraid to ask for
yours. And ...
Rule Number 5: Sometimes we all
need a little "outside world." That's right.
This law school thing, it's only- three
years. Real life, our families, friends we
had before law school, they've been there
for years, and they are going to be there
when this is all done·. That said, do not
neglect them. They are your lifeline to the
''Real World.'' Love them and your relationships, nurture them, and· for heaven
sakes, take a little time for them.
So, with this set of rules in mind, and
all of us headed out op spring break, take
a minute, do a yoga stretch, take a deep
breath, and say a word we Type A's are not
used to ... "No." No, l ~not a superhero.
No, I cannot do it all; yes, I will relax, at
}e~st for one day over break.

Letters to the Editor
Alumni weigh in
First, I would compliment the bright
minds who suggested providing alumni
with a subscription to the Forum. I enjoy
my copy very much, which brings me to
my point: the more things change, the
more they stay the same. Notably, the controversy of the waiver of SBA admissions
fees to the Barrister's Ball. This issue took
up a majority of the most recent issue, and
was commented on within several other
articles.
While this certainly brings a smile
to my face, as I look back ten years ago
(even typing it, I cringe), nothing has
changed. These are the same petty arguments and disruptions that appeared so
important while a student, but hardly even
seem worth mentioning now. While I
would not presume to sit on high and cast
wisdom upon the current mass at VUSL, I
would only note this; you all are about to
embark on careers in which you will need
to resolve "outrageous" issues such as this
ten times a day. Again, as a 3L (ten years
ago, uggg) I did involve myself in a fair
amount of banter regarding the pressing
issues of the SBA; however, at this point
I could not speak to what any of those
issues are.
. If such logic does not stop the debate
on this issue, how about this; your professors are laughing at you. While not having
first hand knowledge, I certainly belie~
that Professor Berner is sharing a hardy
laugh with Professor Dooley, while Professor Bodensteiner quietly looks down
and shakes his head. It is happening.
Christopher C. Paquet, '97

I was disappointed to see that SBA
voted to give itself free admission to the
Barrister's Ball. The "compensation"
most representatives received for being on
SBA was gaining a great resume item. For
those serving in 2006-2007, I'd suggest
you not put it on your resume. It is a stain,
and you may be asked about it if interviewed by a Valpo alumnus.
Elihu Feustel, '95

LETTERS POLICY:
The FORUM reserves the right to
edit any contributions and/or reject
them without notification. Letters
must be limited to 400 words.
Written contributions must be
typed and include the author's
contact information; law students
must include their year in school.
Unsigned letters will not be printed. When referring to specific articles, please include the date and title.
Contributions can be sent to:
The FORUM, 656 S. Greenwich
Street, Valparaiso, IN 46383; via
e-mail at forum@valpo.edu; or in
hard copy to The FORUM's mailbox located in the SBA office.

forum@valpo.edu
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M ore new faculty and staff
Jay
Coni son
THE DEAN'S CORNE~
n my last column, I told you about
three new faculty members who will
be joining us in fall 2007: Professors
Bernard Trujillo, Alan White, and Zachary Calo. We are already in the process
of talking with prospective new faculty
members who might join us in fall 2008.
I will keep you informed about developments.
We also plan to hire additional legal
writing faculty, so that we can reduce the
size of the first-year sections and ensure
that we can address future needs. For
2007-08, we are looking for an experienced legal writing professor as a visitor
who can spend the year with us and teach
two sections of legal writing. We are also
looking at additional hiring in the longer
term. Professors Vance, Adams, Stuart and
Nuechterlein will continue to teach legal
writing for us, but we will likely hire additional experienced teachers to join them.
Again, this will reduce first year section
sizes. It will also bring some new perspectives to our legal writing program and allow our current professors to spend more

I

time on other initiatives (e.g., international
programs, ADR) that are of great interest
to our students.
Another academic development is
that Steve Probst, our Educational Services Librarian, will assume the position
of Director of Academic Success Program
(in addition to most of his current Library
responsibilities) in the fall. Some schools
combine academic support with legal
writing (as we do currently). But because
of Professor Probst's teaching experience
and experience in legal education, we
were delighted that he agreed to undertake
this new position. (Professor Stuart, the
current Director, will be on sabbatical part
of next year and will assume other responsibilities when she returns.)
In another library development, we
are in the process of hiring an Acquisitions Assistant. Much of the work of a
library occurs where one can't easily see
it-in offices and workrooms-and it
involves ordering, updating, processing
and cataloging library materials. We have
been a little understaffed in this unseen
part of library. To ensure that the materials
students and faculty need are ordered in
a proper and timely manner, so that you
can have quick access to them, we decided
to hire a new staff member specifically
to handle ordering. We hope to have this
position filled within a couple of weeks.
Another new position is Associate
Director for Web Design. We have hired

A A
6uys) J.\BBd a J.\BW{Oo~f
use tkis 1-ft a~ .fOr $(0 0-f.f Me"''s J..l.aircut.
#J7 £Ad- Lilu:IJ~
Valfarak~ IN 16393
(21.9} 162-7916
7ftU dHtAj' ltd'fku.redttJIIIIVd rehUtjH"oductJ tJI' t7'fltu .rert!ice£ O!tbf'Uf'UJ'*'
E.xfire61/1/07 Pleue-fKNuu-tltU dar ~tf.rert!ice£

James Saqui, an experienced web designer, to fill that position and he started
work on February 26. We had tried for
many years to manage our web site without dedicating a person to do it full time.
That approach did not work. We have
learned that one person has to have the
responsibility to build and maintain the
web, ensure that information is fresh, and
ensure that the many web-based needs of
people and organizations in the law school
community are timely met. In the future,
the increase in the level of web services to
students, faculty, staff and others will be
dramatic.
Many of you have already met two
new members of the Career Planning staff,
Kim Bubac and LaKisha Myles. Kim is .
an Assistant Director who has responsibility for counseling, programming, the
pro bono program and job development.
LaKisha is our receptionist and Assistant
Administrator. Once they joined the office, it became fully staffed and able to
provide an increasingly broad range of
services to students.
Finally, we are in the process of
rebuilding our Advancement Office. The
law school has had a great deal of success
in fundraising and alumni engagement
in recent years. We have significantly increased annual giving (it supports, among
other things, our Moot Court, Mock Trial
and other competitive teams) and we have
raised substantial funds for scholarships,

faculty chairs and building projects. But
our fundraising efforts must move to still
higher levels. To do so, we must build a
stronger giving program through a staff
of experienced and able people in our
Advancement Office.
Regrettably, the pool of highly effective advancement officers is not large,
relative to the number of schools and
other organizations competing for them.
(Hint-this is an excellent career area.
Many law school graduates, including
many of ours, have found successful
careers in this field.) But we are having
success. On February 26, Lisa Huenink,
a new Regional Director of Development
joined us. Lisa will have responsibility for
building our major gift program, primarily
in the Midwest. We are also interviewing
candidates for the position of Executive
Director of Development-head of our
Advancement Office-and once that hiring is completed, we will work to hire one
more regional director. These positions are
essential, if we are to have the resources
to continue to invest in improvements to
the law school and its facilities.
As you can see from this and the
previous discussion of our new faculty
and staft: we are continually working to
provide you with the best educational
services possible. I hope you will welcome our new faculty and staff, and that
you will enjoy working with them in the
years ahead.

e Valpo Tradition
ss the Legacy On ...
Attention 3Ls:
Want your family
to hood you?
H your parent, grandparent, sibling, spouse, or child graduated
from Valpo Law, you are a legacy.
Legacy students are eligible to have their VU alumni welcome them
into the legal arena.
For more information, contact Marilyn Otis at: marilyn.otis@valpo.edu
She will contact your family alumni to share the details.
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The importance of looking back
Student Bar
Association

Aaron

Beck

T

his week you will have the opportunity to voice your opinion and
effect change on next year's SBA
Executive Board. As my term as President
comes to an end, I find myself looking
back on my days at Valpo Law and how
I've changed as an individual and as a student. I encourage every student to spend a
few days over Spring Break reflecting on
their time at Valpo Law.
Think back to your first day of orientation or the first lL pizza party you went
to and think of where you were in your
life. Then, fast forward to where you are
currently in life. Are you proud of where
you are? What would you have done differently if you could tum back time?
I think the most important realization is understanding that everyone gets
knocked down in life, but the great ones
get right back up and dust themselves
off right away. Even Michael Jordan was
quoted as saying, "I've missed more than
9000 shots in my career. I've lost almost
300 games. Twenty-six times, I've been

trusted to take the game winning shot
and missed. I've failed over and over and
over again in my life. And that is why I
succeed."
All of us can use this quote as motivation in our present lives. lLs, understand
that no matter what happened last semester or last week, there will be next week to
conquer the beast they call "Law School."
Just think, in a few months, you will be
finishing up one-third of your legal education ... one year closer to achieving your
ultimate goal of becoming an attorney.
2Ls can use these fine words as well.
Just because you didn't get that ultimate
summer job with the big firm in the city
that you desired doesn't mean all is lost.
You have one more year to prove to
employers that you are the .best and the
brightest. Some of you may take jobs at
smaller law firms in smaller cities, but understand that no matter where you work,
all your experiences will shape your legal
mind in the future.
3Ls, this is one of the most important
quotes because you can use it for the rest
of your life. In the immediate future, you
may not be working your dream job, but
understand, everything you do, whether it
be at a small firm or large firm affects others and it is important to always shoot for
the moon. These experiences will ii_nme-

diately impact your life because one day
you may be representing a client against
that dream firm and with your education
from Valpo, you have all the tools to succeed and prove to them that they made a
mistake not hiring you.
Overall, I hope all of you have had
as great an experience at Valpo Law as
I have. I will never forget meeting Tom
Grossman on the golf course after the pizza party, listening to Joe Lesner and Steve
Sutow talk politics, meeting two characters from Texas (Brian Rauschuber and
Clint Rybicki), a guy who had a picture
of himself on his laptop the first day (Maz
Shafiei), and that was just the first week
of school. I have met so many people here
at Valpo Law that have shaped my life for
years to come. I am proud of my journey
here at Valpo Law and I wouldn't do it
any other way.
.Although this is not my last article, it
most likely is my last article as SBA President and I want to thank all of you for
your participation in SBA events throughout the year. It has been a pleasure serving
you over the past year.

·DON'T
FORGET TO
VOTE IN
THESBA
EXECUTIVE ·
BOARD
ELECTION!!!

Aaron is a 3L and can be reached at
aaron. beck@valpo. edu.
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Money in Public Intere~t Law?

Diamond Level
Hon. David L. Chidester,

~sl

Valparaiso, IN
John R. Leal, '61 Fort Wayne, IN

John Lincoln Peterson, '75 Metford, CT
Robert Schnoor, '51 Grand Rapids, MI
Hon. RobertS. Sykes, Jr., '87lonia, MI
NickJ. Thiros, '57 Merrillville, IN

Platinum Level
Roland Herrmann, "57
Green Valley, AZ
WadeR. Nichols, '84 Fishers, IN

Gold Level
David C. Appel, '8(} Valparaiso, IN
Daniel J. Huska, '93 Highland, IN
Jon P. Dilts~ '81 Blo?mingto~ IN
Lenore L Heaphey~ '96 Valp~aiso; IN

BY TESA ZIMMERMAN
Equal Justice Alliance President

M

any of you have begun
the long and arduous process of
selecting this summer's employment. No doubt some of you have become
frustrated because you wish to work at
some type of public interest opportunity,
but are beginning to realize these jobs
provide little or no compensation. Do not
be discouraged, there are many Valpo students interested in helping others through
work at non-profit or government organizations, and financial help is available.
There are two methods of assistance
for students pursuing summer employment in the public interest sphere. First,
lL and 2L students may apply for Valpo's
Summer Public Interest Scholarship and
if awarded, they would receive a reducti~n
of their following year's tuition. Information and applications for the SPIS, a
list of public interest employers seeking
volunteers and a list of additional funding
sources can be found on Easelaw in the
"document library" under the "resumes
and documents" tab. Questions can be
directed to Kim Bubac in the Career Planning Center.
Secondly, 1L and 2L students may apply for EJA supplemental grants for summer public interest employment, wbich
provide direct financial assistance for living and transportation costs students will
incur over the summer. EJA is a student
organization that receives funds both from
SBA and through fundraising efforts during the year (jacket sale, bake sales, etc.).
EJA grants are awarded almost entirely
based on need, and students working for
either non-profit or gov~rnment agencies
(excluding judicial clerkships) are eligible. Paper applications will be available
at the EJA bulletin board or electronically
by emailing Tesa.Zimrnerman@valpo.edu.
Here are some comments from last year's
EJA grant winners:
"I spent my summer working with
California Rural Legal Assistance (CRLA)
· in Modesto, California. Since 1965,
CRLA has raised its powerful voice in
the courtrooms, in the classrooms, in the
fields and in the legislative halls of California. They have shown farm workers
and other poor people that the law can be

a friend and that those responsible for enforcing the laws can and should be called
to account. During my three months there
this summer I spent my time working on
landlord/tenant issues. CRLA offers its
legal interns a "hands on approach." We
were placed on intake once a week and
any client that called or walked in for an
appointment was deemed ours that day.
By the end of the summer I had accumulated well over sixty clients. Since CRLA
is a non-profit organization it pays its legal
interns the minimum to nothing for their
services over the summer. I was fortunate
enough to learn about EJA's public interest awards. These awards help further the
services and needs in the public interest field in our communities." Vanessa
Samano, 3L.
"This summer I worked at the Champaign Public Defender's Office and was
allowed to shadow one attorney. I was
able to do everything that she did: go to
court, write up motions and interview clients and witnesses. I was awarded the EJA
scholarship grant that summer, which allowed me to do all of these things. Instead
of worrying about money. to pay the bills,
this grant was able to help pay most of the
bills so I was able to spend more time and
energy worki.flg for the Public Defender.
I would recommend to anyone who is
working in the public sector and not getting paid or getting paid little to consider
applying for this grant, it really helped me
out and I would apply for it again." Katie
Skaggs, 2L.
"Last summer, I worked with the
Lake County Prosecutor's Office in its
Felony Division. I was able to research a
variety of criminal law topics and argued
in open court. The EJA scholarship was
such a blessing because it covered my
summer expenses completely." Christine
Parry, 3L.
"I spent this past summer in Albany,
New York, working for the Civil Service
Employees Association (CSEA). CSEA is
one of the largest labor unions in the country and represe~ts primarily government
employees. My role, this past summer, as
a law clerk was to assist in.-house attorneys with research for labor arbitrations,
write memorandums and attend labor
arbitrations. Through my various tasks, I
was able to constantly learn from great attorneys. The EJA Scholarship enabled me

to pursue and take this job in New York as
it helped cover my living expenses while
in Albany." Nicholas Gonzales, 3L.
"I spent my summer working at Indiana Legal Services, Inc., Gary Branch. I
worked with the best staff I ever encountered. The experience was rewarding and
fulfilling as I helped reunite some families and dissolve others. As a legal aid
society, Indiana Legal Services provides
civil legal assistance for litigants involved
in cases that are not fee-generating. The
caseload includes routine divorces and
social security benefit appeals as well as
evictions and child support modifications.
The Equal Justice Alliance Summer Grant
made this experience possible by providing me with money for travel expenses.
Unfortunately, gas prices were at an alltime high this summer and traveling forty
minutes each way to work would have
been a financial burden had I not received
the grant. I would recommend anyone
interested in public service to consider applying for the grant. It was an invaluable
resource for me." Erica Allen, 3L.
"My internship at U.S. Public Interest
Group (U.S. PIRG) provided me with
tremendous insight into the organization
and responsibilities of an advocate. The
summer was filled with numerous opportunities as I worked for the Democracy
Advocates. My internship with U.S. PIRG
was rewarding, and I was inspired by
working with such talented and dedicated
individuals. The Equal Justice Alliance
Public Interest Grant certainly helped me
fulfill my summer goal of working with a
non-profit organization and I thank them
tremendously. Had I not received the
financial assistance from the Equal Justice
Alliance, I would not have been able to
take an unpaid position with an organization whose values I respected and shared.
A~omeys are needed in the non-profit
sector, and an unpaid internship should
not hold a law student back from accepting a position. The Equal Justice Alliance
Summer Public Interest Grant is essential
in ensuring that students can pursue their
dreams. Thank you again for enabling
me to have such an enriching summer!~'
Mariel Lim, JL.

Tesa is a 3L and can be reached at
tesa.zimmerman@valpo.edu.
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Mock Trial Team competes in national cpmpetitions
BY NICK GAEKE
Mock Trial Chairperson

W

hen the Mock Trial Team came
back from Christmas Break,
they had to hit the ground run-

ning.
On February 15, several members of
the Mock Trial Team traveled to Champaign, Illinois, to compete in the regional
tournament level of the Annual National
Trial Competition, sponsored by the
American College of Trial Lawyers and
the Texas Young Lawyers Association.
Members traveling to the competition, hosted by the University of Illinois
School of Law, included third-year students Vanessa Samano, Michelle Spezia,
Rebecca Meyer and Matthew Snyder, and
second-year students John Peluso, Jennifer Kolker, E.B. Newberry and Megan
Krol.

Because of the early schedule date
for the· competition, preparations for
the team's spring semester competition
schedule began even before the members
returned to Valparaiso. The fact pattern
was from the criminal court of the State of
Lone Star. The fact pattern was a criminal
case involving residential burglary and assault. Competing members were required
to form teams of three, with one member
on each team as a "swing member," representing the prosecution in one round, and
the defendant in the next. In this year's
competition, Kolker and Peluso filled
these important and demanding roles.
The team also confronted another
intricacy of the competition: the witnesses
were provided for them, and were completely unscripted. Members had fifteen
minutes before the start of the trial to tell
the witnesses who they were, as well as
their part in the crime.

oes yo r r
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Although the teams did not advance,
they represented Valpo Law well in one
of the toughest draws of the competition. The team scores indicate that the
two teams scored closely to teams from
Northwestern University School ofLaw,
the Notre Dame Law School, Loyola University Chicago and Indiana University at
Bloomington.
This upcoming weekend, the rest of
the team will represent the School of Law
at the Annual Student Trial Advocacy
Competition, sponsored by the American
Association for Justice, formerly the Association of Trial Lawyers of America.
The fact pattern involves a civil trial
of a traffic accident with injuries between
a car and a semi-truck. Like the National
Trial Competition, members must form
two teams. However, witnesses consist
of Mock Trial Team members, who can
be prepared well in advance of the actual

competition.
Members traveling to this competition, located in Indianapolis, include
third-year students Jonathan Angelo, Erin
Brady, Nick Gaeke, Jill ian Keating and
Christine Parry, and second-year students
Michael Abel, Shalonda Crump, Kevin
Gilmartin, Andrew Martin, Andrew Palmison and Sherwin Tsai.
As always, anyone who wants to
learn more about these competitions or the
team in general can stop by the Student
Advocacy Center for more information.
Tryouts for next year will also be held in
April, so stay tuned for more information!
Nick is a 3L and can be reached at
nicholas .gaeke@valpo. edu.
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·L awyers' love lives
BY MARY WALDRON
Lawcrossing.com
any experts have said that
lawyers and those who work in
the rigorous world of law tend
to have, well...pretty crumby love lives.
Based on the hours and the high level of
stress that comes with that profession,
many lawyers become over-worked,
over-occupied with work issues, and more
importantly, less attentive to their own
personal and emotional well-being. It also
does not help that 50 percent of all marriages end in divorce. Do the hellish hours
and strenuous work pressures oflaw really
pose a detriment to lawyers' love lives
and relationships? Or is it an overgrown
stereotype?
Lauren Stiller Rikleen, partner at
Massachusetts law firm Bowditch & Dewey and author of "Ending the Gauntlet:
Removing Barriers to Women's Success
in the Law" discovered a great deal about
the inner-workings of romantic relationships within law offices while conducting
research for her book. After speaking to
literally hundreds of women in law, she
found that there seems to be a slew of
affairs and hook-ups in firms that usu-

M

ally end unhappily. In many law offices,
when a man and woman get romantically
involved-which tends to be a byproduct of the consistently consuming work
hours that
prohibit
lawyers
from dating outside
of the
officeyounger
women,
perhaps
associates, got
involved
with men
who were
senior to
them in
the firm. "Whether or not the relationship
lasts, in most of those instances, what
tends to end up happening is the woman
has to leave that workplace," said Rikleen.
Rikleen also found that a tremendous amount of marriages in law end in
divorce, resulting in a surge of worry in
lawyers, specifically in women, that their
marriages or future relationships may be

doomed because of their career choice.
"There was definitely a perspective that
there is a very high incidence of divorce
among lawyers and that that comes from
the stress
ofthe 24-7
commitment of
the job,"
said
Rikleen.
Being
a lawyer
herself
who has
• beenmarried to her
husband,
also a
lawyer, for
35 years,
Ri:kleen found this consensus to be a bit
shocking. "I was startled by how many
people said that either their marriage
failed or they know a lot of other people
whose marriages failed because of the
stresses of work," she said.
This raises the issue that lawyers
are not allotted enough time in the day
to develop new relationships or nurture

current ones. Lawyers and experts alike
agree that too many law professionals are
trapped in their offices, bogged down with
mental commitments, and have too intense
of a fixation on their work. Attorneys in
their early 30s or younger, who Rikleen
spoke with, voiced a real concern about
how their jobs would affect their chances
of meeting someone to marry.
"The hours tend to cut down on your
hanging out time at bars. You tend to meet
a different crowd than you would with
the 5:00p.m. crowd. You miss a lot of the
nine-to-five type women that you would
usually meet," said Joel Sherman, a sole
practitioner from Tampa, Florida.
Sherman has observed that many
people have a lot of misconceptions about
lawyers' lives, viewing them.as rich and
time-abundant people, but this is certainly
not the case. Because the legal world does
not sleep, attorneys can get calls any day,
any time, leaving a generous amount of
lawyers mentally and physically exhausted by the time they manage to find
any downtime with romantic partners.
Lawyers have a tendency to let their work
come home with them, mentally-running
their minds even when they want to relax
with loved ones. "As a lawyer, you're
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chological studies on lawyers, specifically
with the Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT) to prove
that most lawyers fall into the pattern of
autonomy, which, if one does not proceed
with caution, could be the gateway to
unsuccessful relationships.
Seventy percent of Americans are
extroverts, meaning that many people
need communication with others to get
energy. Introverts need to be alone to get
energy. She even mentioned that studies
have shown that law is the only profession in which pessimism affected busi-·
ness positively. "Even in law students,
the higher the pessimism, the higher their
grades are," she said,- All in all, attorneys
are typically more skeptical people; the
average person scores 50 percent, but
lawyers score 90 percent in that trait.
Dr. Karen Sherman, a 25-year relationship therapist and author of "Marriage
Magic: Find It, Keep It, Make It Last,"
thinks that attorneys, or anyone really,
who may have trouble making relationships work can be taught by skill-based
therapy rather than exploring and focusing on negative backgrounds and past
memories. A e<;mple can be taught how to
communicate and speak the same language despite what personality types and
scheduling issues may get in the way.
Having counseled and worked with
many lawyers herself, Dr. Sherman is
also in agreement with Muir's study that

constantly thinking about angles to argue
in cases and cases that just won't go away;
it's extremely hard to just shut it off and
go into romantic or relax -mode," he said.
The longevity in any lawyers' relationships, in.combination with their work
demands and hours, seems to heavily rely
on their partners' occupational demands.
Sherman can speak about this circumstance in his current relationship with his
girlfriend who works in retail sales. With
a highly predictable schedule and a work
load that ends when she leaves her job,
Sherman's girlfriend leads a much less
intense career life than he does, which has
resulted in a clash within their relationship. This shows that a sense of resentment can ensue when one is busy and
stressed and the other one is not. "There is
definitely a restriction on your schedule in
law. My girlfriend will say that attorneys
have the worst schedules in the world," he
said.
Ronda Muir, a former lawyer and
consultant for law firms and lawyers,
has devoted many years to the study of
lawyers' personalities ~d psychology.
According to Muir, "Lawyers have the
highest rates in divorce, suicide, [and]
substance abuse." She went on to say,
"It has not been publicized much, but a
number of state Bars are starting to set up
lawyer assistance programs for lawyers
with substance abuse, mental illness, and
depression." Muir has done thorough p~y-

lawyers can be more head-based thinkers
rather than heart-based thinkers. Speculating that people go into certain professions
because of who they are as people, D_r.
Sherman has found a direct correlation between lawyers and the tendency to always
anticipate and seek out the negative in
situations, as it can be bred into them during law school. "Lawyers are very good at
being very intellectual and thinking things
through. But they're not.necessarily very
good at being in touch with their feelings
so they can have a lot of problems with
relationships. That doesn't mean that they
can't learn," she said.
Another thing that heavily contributes
to relationship problems is the lack of attention given to a relationship because of
hectic lawyer schedules. "Very often, they
can forget about the relationship, and one
of the worst problems in a relationship-forget about lawyers; in any relationship--is that people don't prioritize their
relationships," she explained.
Although there are a myriad of worst
possible scenarios in the scheme of things
for lawyers' love lives, there are many
techniques that can keep their love boats
afloat.
"Use your technology to show you
care-BlackBerrys, voice mails, emails.
Send a message saying, 'I was thinking
about you today.' It just lets the other
person know that you care," she said.
Lawyers with busy schedules do not have
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to put in a whole lot of time to keep their.
love lives healthy but they need to understand some of the "cold hard facts," as
Dr. Sherman put it. "They've got to put in
some time. The time does not have to be a
huge amount; it's got to be quality."
Bob Lattas, a sole practitioner from
Chicago, knows a thing a two about finding quality time for relationships in your
busy schedule. After living and seeing the
effects that lawyers' insane schedules can
have on their happiness and relationships,
he began to think twice. "During JllY
second year of law school, I worked for a
firm called Baker & McKenzie, and a lot
of my friends who've stayed to work with
that firm have since separated or divorced
because of the demands," he said. "Now I
have my own real estate practice, and we
can typically only get work done when
banks are open so my office hours are
pretty much 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m., and
_my other work can be done on my own
time."
· "The demands to keep your private
practice running are significant, pushing
lawyers to sacrifice something-whether
it's your family life, your health, your
social life, or your practice itself," Lattas
said.
Since Lattas began his own real estate
practice, life has become a lot saner. "I
have a fabulous fiancee, Angelica, who I

see LOVE page 12
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continued from page 11
actually met at a real estate closing." Now
engaged to be married this May, Lattas
is living the good life in law because he
has taken control of his personal life by
making career choices within law that
suit him. "I work a lot of hours, but I
still make time to be with her [his fiance]
everyday, all the time when I'm not working," he said.
So yes, the rumors are true. Lawyers
can, potentially, have some rather dismal

love lives, but it does not have to be that ·
way. If young lawyers take the time to
prioritize their personal and professional
Jives based on where they are at today,
they can plan for a much brighter future. ·
Finding a well-balanced life, in all aspects, will positively reflect in a lawyer's
business and personal relationships, no
matter what. Do not forget what matters to
you most in this life. And always remember what Dr. Sherman said: "No one on
their death bed has ever said, 'I wish I had
closed another deal.'"

Mary Waldron is a staffwriter for
Lawcrossing.com, a legal job website.
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ROCKI 'THE SUBURBS • • •
THE MUSIC BUZZ
Megan
Krol

-I

impressive element of this song is the accompaniment of
piano rather than guitar and drums. It was a bold move,
but a good one. The latter half of the album is evocative
of "From Under the Cork Tree" and feels pretty redundant. In addition, the arrangement of the-songs on this
album wasn't properly laid out. Fortunately, for the band,
someone chose wisely when picking the last track. "I've

ddly enough it's taken me a year and a half to
realize that there are no links to non-mainstream
music here in Valpo. Other than the University's
radio station- which up until this semester, proudly
advertised itself as "Valpo's College and Indie Rock
Radio Station"- Valpo lackS slightly in this department.
While being trapped in a car for three hours with some
of my fellow students this past weekend, it hit me like
a lightening bolt- if I can't find ·what I am looking for, I
should make it myself. So, here it is: my lightening bolt.
In hopes of widening the musical insight of all my colleagues, I give you this column. Here's hoping you won't
be disappointed. If you are, my apologies for beating you
to this.

0

Fall Out Boy - Infinity on High
·Released February 6, 2007
The Def Jam Music Group
Fall Out Boy hit the music scene in 2005 with its
album "From Urider the Cork Tree" leaving the band to
follow up its massive success and array of criticisms with
something new. The band delivered this month with fourteen new songs rolled into the album "Infinity on High."
Fall Out Boy sticks to _its punk rock and pop sounds
with lead singer, Patrick Stump's superhumanly strong
vocals. The surprise of this album is in the versatility
of the band- Fall Out Boy opens itself up in style and
genre. The first half of the album lingers with syncopated beats and hints of R&B- maybe an influence from
one of the album's producers, Babyface. The songs that
really encompass a new musical reach include "Thnks
Fr Th Mmrs," and "I'm Like a Lawyer With The Way
I'm Always Trying to Get You Off (Me & You).~' The
song "Golden" showcases the band's ability to harmonize- even if some of it's attributed to overdubbing. The

albums. Aside from a few songs like "Phantom Limb"which mistakenly sounds like The Smiths- this album is
reminiscent of a space odyssey travel when you haven't
sucked down your morning coffee prior to take off.
. "Sleeping Lessons" contains a vi be similar to that of a
trip under the sea, while "Black Wave" is what life stuck
in Space Mountain at Disneyland would feel like.
The band took a bold move by straying from their
signature sound; however bold moves do not always
leave audiences yearning for more. Normally, fans jump
at the chance for a new Shins album- rarely are there ever
any disappointments. Singer James Mercer's lyrics guide
the songs, while the music itself takes on a backseat role.
Despite the l?and's use of violin, synth, keyboards, ?istortions and a lo-fi qu:;tlity that true Indie rockers would
normally jump to hear, this album is an overall disappointment. You will still find remnants of the band the

Got This Ringing in My Ears and None on My Fingers"
pulls together everything the band was trying to accomplish with this album- to get the listener to press repeat
again, and again. Even the last line of the album spells it
out- "Now press repeat"- I don't think they could have
come up with a clearer message even if they tried.
Other bands your ears will be itching to hear: My
Chemical Romance, Panic! At The Disco, The Killers,
Red Jumpsuit Apparatus.

The Shins - Wincing the Night Away
Released January 23,2007
Subpop Records
Many of you have heard a Shins song or two if you
have ever watched the movie "Garden State" or spent
mindless hours watching television and happen to come
across a car commercial with catchy background music
but could never place the band. However, don't expect to be rocking out as you may have with past Shins

,.

world has come to know and love in a few of the songs.
The ones worth your time are "Phantom Limbs," "Australia," and "Girl Sailor"- they hold true to previous Shins
fashion, keeping you hoping for that sunny day when you
can play Frisbee on the campus lawn.
Ifyou like The Shins, you should also dig: The
Decemberists, Clap Your Hands Say Yeah, Bloc Party,
Cold War Kids.
Megan is a 2L and can be reached at
megan.krol@valpo.edu.
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·l,AW
LIBRARY
BY MARIBEL NASH
Visiting Librarian

V.U .Lawcity: One of my f3vorite things
nother of my favorites is free lunch, and up to
three lucky winners can experience both just
for reading and answering a few short questions about the Valpo Law Library Blawg (law blog),
V.U.Lawcity: http://valpolawlibrary.blogspot.com.
Celebrating its second birthday in a few months,
V.U.Lawcity is a place where Valpo Law students,
faculty and alumni can read about interesting legal and
legal research developments from around the world
to within the law schooL For example, from the blog,
you can learn about the newest changes to the Indiana
Rules of Court or read the newest guide for Latvian
legal research. Wondering when the library is open
during spring break? Changes to library hours are also
·
posted. Amazed yet? Read on!
V.U.Lawcity, whose name was coined by our
very own government documents/reference librarian/AALL President Sally Holterlioff, has undergone a
few changes since its birth. Most obviously, we have
decided to embrace our Crusader spirit and make the
blog brown.and gold. ~osmetic changes aside, we've
also made it easier for you to navigate V.U.Lawcity
and fmd exactly what you are looking for.
_
Say you are looking for a radio debate on presidential "signing statements, and all you remember is .
that you saw it on .the blog right before you wept h~me

A

for Christmas break. We archive our posts by date;
all you have to do is read our archived entries from
December 2006. Looking for a website with biographical info on Justice Alito? We also index our posts by
subject; just click on the "Supreme Court" label.
As if that isn't enough, from the blog, you can
fmd links to the law school, Galileo, and the Law
Library homepage, as well as other legal and legalresearch blogs from other law schools and law firms.
We have also provided a WorldCat search box so that
you can easily search for a book in any nearby library,
by title, subject, or author.
·
Once you become addicted to V.U.Lawcity, you
may find yourself spending precious study and appellate brief-writing time constantly checking to see our
latest updates. Worry not-you can set up an RSS feed
to the blog to get instant notification of a ·new post.
Even better, you can sign up for an e-mail subscription
so that every new post is e-mailed directly to you.
Now back to the free lunch-log on to
V.U.Lawcity at http://valpolawlibrary.blogspot.com
and answer these four questions to win a lunch date
with your favorite visiting librarian.
.
1. Who are the contributors to the Valpo Law
Library Blawg?
2. Students at -yv-hich law school created a video
(which you can view on our blog) for their Advanced
Legal Research class?
3. According to a Noverp.b~r 2006- post, who is the
musical artist most frequently cited in legal writing?
4. Who is Law Dog of the Week on SIU· School
of Law's "Law Dawg Blawg"?
E-mail your answers to maribel.nash@valpo.
edu by 5:00 pm on Friday, March 23, 2007. You may
enter by yourself: or as a group of up to three people.
If more than one person!gioup responds with
four
correct answers, their mimes will be entered into a'random. lottery.
.
·
.·.
''

all

" · Happy reading! '

At .t he Valpo Enoteca
Pileta 39 Malbec (Mendoza, Argentina, 2004)
BY ERIC GETIEMY
Columnist
Wine is one ofthe most civilized things in the world and
one ofthe most natural things of the world that has been
brought to the greatest perfection, and it_ offers a greater ·
range for enjoyment and appreciation thlin, possibly, any
other purely sensory thing."
- Ernest Hemingway, "Death in the Afternoon'~
n an attempt to rouse interest in the this summer's
Chile/Argentina study abroad program, I've s"elected
a wine from that region which has been growing
rapidly in popularity over the past year. Malbec is the
premier grape of Argentina where it is known as Fer, and
the second biggest population of the grape is in Chile.

I

Historically, because of the intense character of its flavor,
it is blended with other grapes such as Merlot or Cabernet Sauvignon to create full-bodied red wine. However,
due to the Argentinean passion for potent red wine, it has
found a place of its own. In America, the fever has caught
on as evidenced by this wine more frequently being seen
among exclusive wine lists. This wine would be especially good for drinking, or it is as well suited for accompaniment with beef.
For more information on this and other wine, visit
www.uncork.com.
The wine mentioned in this article is available locally at Trail Inn Liquors on Lincolnway.
Eric is a 1L and can be reached at
eric.gettemy@valpo.edu

lEGAllY BRUNmE & BRU mER
Advice for
Law School &
Life
By Ben Barfell and
Eric Stoegbauer
Q: With the SBA elections looming on the horizon, and the
proverbial political fur about to fly, I have become acutely
aware that the issue of student apathy has finally made its
way to the table. This interests me. Accordingly, my question is whether you prefer Guitar Hero I or Guitar Hero II. In
your response, please cite specific examples, and use sharp
reasoning. --Rodrigo y Gabriela, non-traditional lLs

A: Gabriela y Rodrigo, congratulations on having your
finger(s) on the heartbeat ofNeat. The GH games frickin'
rule. To answer your question, it is important to let our
readers know the differences between these two phenomenal
video games. The basic premise of both games is that you,
player, have the potential to be a "Guitar Hero," if only you
can play through various songs, at various venues, and rock
some socks off. To do this, you must use your trusty plastic
guitar controller and hold down fret keys while strumming
the strum bar, all in time with a variety of rock songs. The
process is not so dissimilar from actual guitar playing as to
be unrecognizable; in fact, to the casual observer, it looks
almost identical to the real thing. Now, as to the differences
between the two incarnations of the game: GH I just has
better songs. It's not that GH II has BAD songs - actually,
some are quite good. But GH I has MORE good songs. It's
hard to argue with such classics as the Ram ones' "I Wanna
Be Sedated," Black Sabbath's "Iron Man," and Boston's
"More Than A Feeling." GH II, however, while having some
great entries, also includes such duds as Matthew Sweet's
"Girlfriend," and the impossible-to-decipher "Laid To Rest"
by Lamb of God. Another different feature in GH II is the
so-called "new and improved" hammer-on and pull-off
technique. For the non-initiated, this technique is a common feature of"shredding," and has been known to cause
floods. In GH I, long and complicated lines of notes were the
exception, not the rule. Not so in GH II. l)le new technique
allows players to play all nearby notes without re-strumming. This easier technique allowed programmers to write
insanely complicated strings of notes (on the Hard and
Expert settings, ~ind you) that only a hermit with food and
water being fed intravenously into his veins could ever hope
to completely master. I mean, if you can beat GH I on Hard,
but can barely pass the easiest track on GH II, something's
off. But I'm not bitter. Wait, didn't I say something about
elections earlier? Isn't that weird how you can be talking
about one thing, and then suddenly remember this other, totally unrelated thing, like, right in the middle of what you're
saying? I'm hungry.
This message was approved by Ben and Eric and was
brought to you by Legally Brunette and Brunetter. Feel
free to e-mail more questions to either Ben or Eric at
ben.barfell@gmail.com or eric.stoegbauer@valpo.e~.
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Anna and Alecia's Appetite Advice
Ann·a Cios
and Alicia
Meyerhoff
Mezza (meaning "appetizer" in Lebanese)
Location: 607 East Lincolnway, Valparaiso
Cuisine: Mediterranean
his small restaurant opened a little over two
months ago. It is locally owned and run by Rachel
Bucko and Moe Mroveh. The atmosphere is very
vibrant with brightly painted walls and white tables to
offset them. While it is small on the inside, they plan to
open the outdoor patio when the weather warms up for
seating as well as adding hookahs and belly dancers to
the atmosphere. The owners informed us of their seasonal wine tasting, which offers ei~t glasses of wine per
person and each glass is paired with an appetizer. The
wines are all from the Mediterranean region and include
Spanish, French and Italian wines.
Mezza is open for both lunch and dinner during the .
week and only dinner on Saturdays. We felt like this was
a great place to go with friends. The food is very different

T

Mezza
and flavorful so it provides a much needed break from
many of the area restaurants. The menu is very diverse
and each dish has
unique ingredients
- we wanted to try
much more than what
we ended up ordering.
To.start off, you
are given complimentary pita bread
and two different
dipping sauces. One
.is a cu~umber, mint
and .yogurt combination called Cucumber
Yogurt Salad and the
other is Baba Ganouj,
which is mashed eggplant. Both are a tastey alternative to
your every day bread and butter which is served at most
restaurants. Most of the menu is made up of appetizers and they even offer a $20 per person special which
includes ten appetizers of your choice for the whole table.
This would be a great way to try many different dishes on
their unique menu.
As a main course, one of the dishes we ordered was
the Chicken Gyro. All of the pita sandwiches are served
with a side salad and your choice of fruit or Jasmine rice.
The fruit was a mixture of oranges, grapes and apples.
The chicken was shaved and served in a pita along with
feta cheese, tomatoes, onions and honey mustard. The
honey mustard was an interesting touch ana added a lot
of flavor. Overall, this dish was very satisfying but not
too filling. Served on a colorful plate, it made a· perfect
lunch.
Another dish we ordered was the Falafel sandwich
an ideal choice for vegetarians. This pita combination '
~ontained seasoned chickpeas with tomato, romaine,
pickl:d turnip and tahini. The fresh ingredients were ap-

petizing, even though keeping them from falling out of
the pita while eating was a challenge at times.
The last dish ordered was off of the Hot Appetizers section, ·called Spanakopita. This is spinach and feta
wrapped in phyllo dough, served on rice and topped with
tomato cream sauce. It was another delicious dish, with
a taste resembling lasagna. Unfortunately, this dish was
less filling than the pita sandwiches. On the bright side, it
left plenty of room for dessert! The dessert consisted of
different little pastries, one filled with pistachios, another
similar to baklava. All were drizzled with honey and very
tasty.
Overall, our experience at Mezza was wonderful and
we plan on going back soon, especially since the dishes
are very reasonably.priced. So be adventurous and try
a new type of food, and you may discover a whole new
dining experience!

Alicia and Anna are 2Ls. Alicia can be reached at
alicia.meyerhojj@valpo.edu. Anna can be reached at
anna. cios@valpo.edu.
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Spats

Wait t~ll next year

The
Best
Bang
for Your
Buck

Nick

Schwartz

Green Beer Edition

ByAndnrzGreeneandE.B.NeMieny
his is the year to celebrate being Irish, even if you're not. St.
Patty's is on a Saturday this year-so green beer it up!

T

Best Bang
Skip into the great city of Chicago for the
St. Patrick's Day Festivities:
Parade - Starti"ng at noon, the parade
starts at Balboa and Columbus and travels
the city. We recommend you keep this in
mind while traveling downtown!
Dying of the Chicago River- It's amazing. Not only will your beer be green,
but so will the scenery. You'll feel like
youstepped off the yellow-brick road and
ended up in Emerald City when you see
the amazing color of the river in celebration of Saint Patrick. Just don't mistake
the pretty green water for your pretty
green beer! Falling in would be bad!
Pubs- For a chill atmosphere we recommend The Kerryman--This pub is located
at 661 N. Clark. They claim no cover
charges will be applicable for the celebration and they are as authentic as you
can get on this ~ide of the pond. If in the
city before St. Patrick's day hit up Poag
Mahone's for a free Guinness glass--finally one you own will be legit. Buy a $5.50
draught and keep the glass. This offer is
off the table on the 14th.
Irish Ghost Tour - A bus tour of the
acclaimed haunted sites ofEngine 107,
Bishop Muldoon's rectory, the tavern
where mob boss Bugs Moran once drank,
Beverly's "Irish Castle" and more. Tickets
are $30. The departure point is at CJark
and Ohio at 610 Clark St. Includes door
prizes and Irish coffee during.the ride.
Hours of operation are from 6-IOpm. For
more information can 888.446.7891.

Convenient Bang
Planning on sticking around Valpo? We
understand, spring break can be exhausting! If stickllig around the area we
recommend that you head to Old Style.
While there ru:e no actual Irish pubs in
town, it's easy to convince yourself with
this close to pub feeling. If up for a hike,
we recommend T.J. Maloney's. Those of
you who stuck around after Barristers can
attest--TJ Maloney's is pretty much as
authentic as it gets for the area. Attached
to the Radisson Star Hotel, their great
beer selection will surely tickle your
green beer fancy.

Bang on the Run
No matter where you are there is no
reason not to celebrate. If you will be
in transit or still at your spring break
destination, pack green attire, drop some
green food coloring in your beer and
make your own party. You may look
weird if you are going to be .traveling in
another country, but embrace it.
Andrea and E.B. are 2Ls and can be
reached at andrea.greene@valpo.edu
and ellen.newberry@valpo.edu.

B

aseball season is just around the
comer, and you know what that
means. Cubs' fans will be saying
"Wait till next year" very soon.
The Cubs tried everything they could
this off-season, but no amount of money
can overcome their bad
luck. They spent $136
million over seven
years on Alfonso Soriano. He should contribute 40 homeruns, 40
stolen bases, and 100
RBI to a lineup that had
a lot of trouble producing runs last year.
In addition, they
spent $13 million over
three years on Mark
DeRosa. His numbers
are not overwhelming,
let alone worth $13
million, but he will
solidify the second base
position that lacked
production last year.
They also threw
a one-year contract to
the injury-plagued Cliff
Floyd, $17 million at the unproven rookie
Jeff Samardzija from Notre Dame, $40
million over four years to Ted Lilly who is
one game over .500 for his career, and $21
million over three years to Jason Marquis
who was not even good enough to make
the St. Louis Cardinals' World Series
roster last year.
To bring together this new collection
of overpriced talent, the Cubs hired Lou
Pinella and gave him $1 0 million over
three years. At least Pinella is a proven
winner, having won the 1990 World Series
with the Cincinnati Reds. However, he
brought in Alan Trammell as the bench
coach who is known for his 119 loss season with the Detroit Tigers.
Although the Cubs are overspend-

ing on talent, at least they are making an
effort in the right direction. However,
no talent can overcome a plague, and
the Cubs are suffering from an injury
plague. Each year their roster looks like a
contender, but when it comes down to It,
injuries hinder their potential. This year
is not an exception and it has not even
started yet.
In mid-February, Kerry Wood suffered yet another injury. The oft-injured
pitcher hurt himself while stepping out
of his hot tub ..On his way out, he slipped
and landed on
his stomach and
chest. After the
spill, he was unable to pitch off
the mound for a
few days.
Wood is not
the first Cub to
have a bizarre
injury. In 2004,
Sammy Sosa
sneezed twice
while bending
over and essentially "sneezed
out" his back.
On Opening Day
1974, outfielder
Jose Cardenal
had to sit out
because he slept
wrong and one of
his eyelids was stuck shut.
Injuries like that must be a plague, not
a curse. It is only a matter of time before
Kerry Wood has arm troubles, Cliff Floyd
gets sidelined by his Achilles, Derrek Lee
breaks a bone in a freak accident on the
field, Mark Prior hurts himself pitching,
and who knows, Alfonso Soriano will
probably suffer an injury while swimming
through his pile of money.
The injuries are already starting and
the Spring Training has just begun. It is
all foreshadowing of what is to.come. By
mid-May, Cu.bs' fans will already be saying, "Wait till next year."
Nick is a 3L and can be reached at
nicholas.schwartz@valpo.edu.
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Sports

MLB season preview: The National League
BY ERIC GETIEMY
Sports Columnist

H

ere is a look at what you can expect to see this year from the boys
of summer.

The National League East
The Mets look to stay atop the east,
and they may have a fair shot with most of
last year's division winning team returning. However, they are liable to fall apart
with their aging pitching staff and outfield.
Pedro Martinez will probably never return
to form, and it will be hard to expect last
year's numbers from 41-year-old Tom
Glavine and 38-year-o1d Orlando Hernandez. Moises Alou will turn 41 this July,
yet his .301 avg. last year doesn't show it.
The biggest factors this year for the Mets
will be the performances of their youth.
movement which includes All-Star Davtd
Wright, speedster with pop Jose Reyes
and the fire throwing Joe Maine.
Look for Ryan Howard and Chase
Utley to be dominant for the Ph~llies this
year, but don't look for the Phillies to
follow their lead. The only bright spot
in their rotation is the sophomore sometimes-phenomenon Cole Hamels who
finished 9-8 last year. He also had 145
strikeouts in 132 innings. Unfortunately,
he can't pitch every game.
The Braves are still the Braves and
that means they can still make a run at the
division title. They added Mike Gonzalez
who was lights out closing for the Pirates
last year never once blowing a lead. ~
drew Jones is back and ready to contmue
his hall of fame career, and catcher Brian
McCann and Jeff Francoeur fill out(;! solid
lineup that also includes veteran Chipper
Jones. However, the Adam LaRoche trade
left a hole at first base. Look for them to
make a move to fill this position at some
point this summer.
How can you not love the Florida
Marlins this year? After being written off
last year, they finished a promising six
games below .500. They are easily among
the elite in starting pitching with Dontrelle
Willis, Josh Johnson, Scott Olsen and
Anibal Sanchez, who last year threw a nohitter, and then almost threw another one.
Johnson, Olsen and Sanchez alone went

34-20 last year, which added to
the fact that they are all 23 years
old, is nothing short of phenomenal. Miggy Cabrera and. Josh
Willingham will supply some
power, while Dan Uggla and
Hanley Ramirez fill out the top
of the order.
The Washington Nationals will be dismal at best. Their
best hitter, Nick Johnson, will
be out until June. Their pitching
is young and unproven. Don't
expect much out of Washington
this year.
NL East Prediction: 1. New York 2.
Florida 3. Philadelphia 4. Atlanta
5. Washington ·

The National League Central
Congratulations to the St. Louis
Cardinals fans for the World Series win
last year. I hope you remember it w~ll,
because it isn't going to happen agam. In
fact, the Cardinals won't make the playoffs. Why? Jim Edmonds is elderly, Scott
Rolen will hurt himself and the pitching
outside of Chris Carpenter is horrible.
Pujols should demand a trade.
The Houston Astros will be very
competitive fielding a mix of young and
old. Morgan Ensberg, Lance Berkman
and Carlos Lee will most likely fill out the
middle of the lineup and supply at least
100 homeruns between them. Roy Oswalt
and veteran Woody Williams along with
closer Brad Lidge look to keep the team in
the game with top-shelf pitching.
· The Cincinnati Reds are anyone's
guess this year. At times last y~ar, th~ir
pitching was unstoppable. At tl~e~, •t, was
very stoppable. Griffey the Jumor tsn t .
getting any younger, and Adam D~ will
hit 40 homeruns and lead the league m
strikeouts. If they are still in the running
in August, and healthy, they have the type
of team that might be able to make something happen. If they are under .500 at the
All-Star break, stop watching because it
will be ugly.
The Milwaukee Brewers look promising. They have power to spare in t~e form
of Prince Fielder, Rickie Weeks, BtU Hall
and an aging Geoff Jenkins. However,
their pitching is suspect. It needs to stay

healthy for the Brewers to have a chance.
Surprisingly, the Pittsburgh Pirates
have put together one of the most potent offenses in the national league. The
middle of the lineup will include former
All-Star Jack Wilson, last year's national
league batting champ Freddy Sanchez, the
newly acquired Braves blue chipper-Adam
LaRoche, slugger Jason Bay and a reliable Xavier Nady. Look for Nady to have
a breakout year at the back end of this
lineup. The Buccos also feature one of the
only catchers to hit above .300 last year
in the young Ronnie Paulino. An assortment of young pitching who at times were
extremely dominant last year looks to
solidify this team into playoff contention.
The Chicago Cubs, on paper, should
win the National League Central this
year. The addition of Alfonso Soriano and
Mark DeRosa are key to this team's success. Rich Hill is as dominant of a young
pitcher as you could want, and Carl~s
Zambrano is an elite major league pttcher.
However, the Cubs have to, once again,
find a way not to lose. A healthy Derrick
Lee and Aramis Ramirez could aid them
in this effort.
NL Central Prediction: 1. Chicago 2.
Pittsburgh· 3. Houston 4. Cincinn~ti
5. St. Louis

The National League West
Jake Peavy of the San Diego Padres
will end up being the most dominant
pitcher of the next decade. He is filthy in
the good way, and veterans Greg Maddux
and Boomer Wells can propel this club
into October. The Giles Brothers are the

best bats in a lineup that also
includes Khalil Greene and
Mike Cameron. This team
is dangerous, but not overly
dangerous.
The L.A. Dodgers are
old but talented. This lineup
features Nomar Garciaparra,
JeffKent, Luis Gonzalez
and Juan Pierre. This lineup
could have some serious
chemistry playoff experience and All-Star games
to spare. However, health
could play a role as all of
these players have suffered
serious injuries in the recent past. The
starting rotation features Jason Sc~idt,
Derrick Lowe and Brad Penny, and 1t does
not get much better than that if they can
repeat their recent performances.
.
The San Francisco Giants have pttching, but they don't have a lineup th~t will
carry them far. Barry Zito will dom~nat~
in the national league, and Matt Cam wtll
have another strong year. Unfortunately,
this lineup is far too brittle. The average
age of the everyday players falls at about
35 while Barry Bonds tops them off at 43.
' The Arizona Diamondbacks are going
with a youth movement, which usually .
means a long, painful year for fans of thts
franchise. Don't expect much out of the
Unit, Randy Johnson, as he is all but done.
Brandon Webb isn't likely to have as good
of a year either as his run support will go
down. Offensively, there isn't much to
speak of. Eric Byrnes is a dYI_Iamic pla~er
with power, and Chad Tracy lS a versatile
utility man.
The Colorado Rockies will most certainly finish last in the west. Todd H_e~ton
is declming, their youth while promtsmg,
isn ;t quite ready to pick up the slack, and
the pitching is non-existent. They have a
decent bullpen which won't last long after
they are called for in the 3rd inning of
every game.
NL West Prediction: 1. I.os Angeles 2.
San Diego 3. San Francisco 4.Arizona
S.Colorado

Eric is a JL and can be reached at
eric.gettemy@valpo.edu.
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By Heather Montei, Executive Editor

Family: Parents- Joan Wiseman and Tom Anderson; Jim and

Family: Father- Dr. Jack; Mother- Loretta Anderlonis; Sister

Kay Kintzele; -Siblings- Greg, Jenny and Jimmy (I'm the baby!)

- Adria nne; Brother - Alex

What made you decide to come to the Vale of Paradise? I

What made you decide to come to the Vale of
Paradise? I liked the idea of livin.g in the Midwest and I

love Northwest Indiana and my mother is a Valpo Law graduate.

really enjoyed my preliminary discussions with Tony and
Darlene upstairs.

What i's your dream job after graduation? Being a legal
officer with UNEP (United Nations Environment Programme).

What made you decide to come to the Vale of ~aradise?
The girls!

What is your dream job after graduation? First let's worry
about graduating!

What is your dream job after graduation? Working for
the-U5. Government; do my part to make America everything it can be, and st111 have time to be a good husband
and father.

When you were a kid, what did you want to be when you
grew up? Catcher for the Chicago White Sox.

Who is your dream White House candidiate? My future

with the American cutbacks and the Aussie cutbacks.

When you were a kid, what did you want to be when
you grew up? This is a little different: a priest.
·

Who is your dream White House candidate? Well, let us just

Are the British Cutbacks in Iraq a good idea? I admire

Will you use the new dollar coin? I will not use the new

hope that she gets the nod from the Dems.

P.M. Tony-Blair and believe that he is doing what he thinks
is best for the U.K.

Will you use the new dollar coin? Whatever happened to
Sacagawea? Too bad she was a woman AND an American
Indian, huh?

Who is your dream White House candidate? A hybrid

How did you spend the recent snow day? Snowed in with
my Complex Federal Litigation book- woohoo!

Will you use the new dollar coin? Yes,llike the idea of a

Any special spring break plans? Week 1: studying for the

How did you spend the recent snow day? It was

When you were a kid, what did you want to be when you
grew up? All that I remember is that I wanted to be just like
my mom ... in strength, integrity, intelligence and beauty.

Are the British Cutbacks in Iraq a good idea? Yes, along

MPRE; week 2: visiting Seattle for personal and professional
reasons.

If you could travel anywhere, where would it be?
Everywhere! Although, my top choices are Egypt and New
Zealand.

between Theodore Roosevelt and Ronald Reagan.

eling North for a bit. Correct my students' Appellate Briefs,
and prepare for finals.

If you could travel anywhere, where would it be? Back

What four living people would you most like to have dinner with? Matt Stone, Trey Parker,'Jane Goodall and Wangari
Maathai... and if any of them call off, then Jerry Seinfeld.

If you could ask your fellow classmates anything, what
would it be? What makes you happy?

slept a lot!

Any special spring break plans? Skiing /snowboarding in
Any 's pecial spring break plans? Heather and I are trav-

to Australia and New Zealand, but take Heather.

Should the Bears give Lovie what he wants? Go Colts!

dollar coin for several reasons: 1) I am a dude. I do not carry a
purse. I'd rather not have coins in my pockets. .
2) Losing a quarter in the couch is one thing. Losing a few dollars will piss me off.
3) Strippers (at least the un-skanky kind) do not take coins.
4) It's "Dolla dolla-biiJ ya'll':... not "dolla dolla coin."
5) I need something to beef up my wad of cash. Fives are too
rich to be fillers.

Valentine's Day and I was with Heather James.

glo!"lt was between tha·t and "sexual chocolate, everybody,
sexual chocolate."

out of control.
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wife ... only so that I can become the First Man."

How did you spend the recent snow day? I studied and

What is your favorite movie line? "Just Jet your soooooooul

Are you sick of hearing about Hollywood ladies out of
control? No, but I am sick of hearing about Valparaiso ladies

Are the British Cutbacks in Iraq a good idea? Damn Brits!!

new coin for a dollar.

What is your favorite movie line? "Men, all this stuff
1

Family: Dad - Dominic; Mom - Michaelene; Sisters - Angela
& Dominique; Golden Retriever - Sambuca

you've heard about America not wanting to fight- wanting to stay out of the war, is a lot of horse dung. Americans
traditionally love to fight. All real Americans love the
sting of battle. When you were kids, you all admired the
champion marble shooter, the fastest runner, big league
ball players, the toughest boxers. Americans love a winner
and will not tolerate a loser. Americans play to win all the
time. I wouldn't give a hoot in hell for a man who lost and
laughed. That's why Americans have never lost and never
will lose a war, because the very thought of losing is hateful to Americans." "Patton"

see PROFILE page 19

Park City, Utah.

If you could travel anywhere, where would it be?
Somewhere southeast of disorder.

What is your favorite movie line? "I'm goin·g to make him an
offer he can't refuse," Vito Corleone in "The Godfather."
Are yo·u sick of hearing about Hollywood ladies out of control? Keeping up with the garbage that comes out of the VU
Law "rumor mill" dumbs me down enough!

.

Should the Bears give Lovie what he wants? Yes, but the
Bears are cheap, later Lovie!

-What four living people would you most like to have dinner with? Tommy Lee, George Steinbrenner, Hugh Hefner and
it's a tie between Professors Dooley and Stuart.

If you could ask your fellow classmates anything, what
would it be? Is this really what you're gonna do for the rest of
your life?
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Say It Again
Across
1 Statutes
5
fool
10 Plunder
14 Unwritten
15 Superman portrayer
16 Border
17 Greasy
18 German city
20Chum
21 Big name in snow blowers
22 Early stages
23 Twist
25 Extremely funny joke
27 Nickel?
29 Rocket depattures
33 Tan
34 Saltwater delight
35 US prizefighter
36 Cafeteria need
37 Respond
3 8 Glance over
39 Out of sorts
40 After common or good
41 Salesperson
42 Cave in
44 Hotel prices
45 Other
46 San Antonio mission
48 Marijuana
51 Litterbug
52 Considerable distance
55 Washington city
58 Texas city
59 Small pocketbook
60 Distant
61 Reverberate
62 I-Iandle
63 Gringrich and others
64 Swann with bees

Down
1 Chicago landmark
2 Song
3 Carpet type
4 Cunning

Are you sick of hearing about Hollywood ladies
out of control? Yes,·l neither pay attention to the gossip, nor care. There are more important concerns for
Americans.

Should the Bears give Lovie what he wants? Sure,
he is a good coach, and has had success; I am not sure
what the deal is, however, I am a Steelers fan.

What f~ur living people would you most like to have
dinner with? Dr. Jack & Loretta, Heather, and President
George W. Bush.
.

.

If you could ask your fellow classmates anything,
what would it be? What can we all do, individually and
collectively, to make Valparaiso University School of
Law better?

5 Framework for plants .
6 Singer Bailey
7 Make over
Got a Secret
8
9 Hall of Fame QB Dawson
10 Shelter
11 Bookies' ratios
12 Curved molding
13 Pup, for one
19 Stolen property
21 Petite
24 The smell .o f merlot
25 Firearm
26 Chancy
27 Storage area
28 Charles in Milan
29 Break in continuity
30 Type of meeting
31 Blaze up
32 Plumbing fixtures
34 Uptight
37 DC workers
38 Bridge feat
40 Pedro's condiment
41 Baltimore specialty

43 Actor Nielsen
46 Parcel out
4 7 Lounges about
48 Actress Verdon
49 Pro_
· _
50 Grad
51 Drawn-out
53 Suffer
54 Oval Office, e.g.
56 Pale
57 Bass
58 Soaked

Hoveo

ON THE

TO\\~

Quotable Quote

A dog will look up on
you; a cat will look
down on you; however, a pig will see you
eye to eye and know it
has found an equal.
• • • Winston Churchill
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Thanks a lot Sebastian, just
what I need ... more reading!

Legal Trivia
1. In Harper Lee's "To Kill a Mockingbird,"
what did Jem decide to use to help him deliver
a letter to Boo Radley?

2. In Truman Capote's "In Cold Blood," how
much money did the killers get from the Clutter
family?
3. The famous novelist John Grisham has the legal insight in his tales, due no doubt, to the fact
that he was once a practicing lawyer. In what
state did he first set up his ·practice?
4. Everybody knows the movie, "The Shawshank Redemption", but what is the name and
author of the story it is based on?

5. Two of the most (in)famous murders in
literature were committed by a young Russian
in Dostoyevsky's "Crime and Punishment;" the
victims were two elderly women. In translation,
this novel sometimes takes the name of its protagonist, which is what?

Sometimes the law school paparazzi
catch you by surprise!

6. In John Grisham's "The King of Tort's", who
was the first Dyloft plaintiff in the country?
7. How many of William Shakespeare's plays
involve trials?

8. The author of "Anatomy of a Murder" used a
pen name when writing the novel. He was actually a Michigan Supreme Court Justice. Which
Justice was he?
9. Which novel is widely regarding as the first
sensation crime novel?

10. What novelist is known as the godmother of
the American mystery novel?
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Preparing for competition, "Ah,
I see what you are saying, but I
believe regular Pepsi is better."
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